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Abstract—The intrinsic value of an action refers to the inher-

ent sense that experiencing a behavior is enjoyable even if it

has no explicit outcome. Previous research has suggested

that a common valuation mechanism within the reward net-

work may be responsible for processing the intrinsic value

of achieving both the outcome and external rewards. How-

ever, how the intrinsic value of action is neurally repre-

sented remains unknown. We hypothesized that the

intrinsic value of action is determined by an action-

outcome contingency indicating the behavior is controllable

and that the outcome of the action can be evaluated by this

feedback. Consequently, the reward network should be acti-

vated, reflecting the generation of the intrinsic value of

action. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a functional

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) investigation of a stop-

watch game in which the action-outcome contingency was

manipulated. This experiment involved 36 healthy volun-

teers and four versions of a stopwatch game that manipu-

lated controllability (the feeling that participants were

controlling the stopwatch themselves) and outcome (a sig-

nal allowing participants to see the result of their action).

A free-choice experiment was administered after the fMRI

to explore preference levels for each game. The results

showed that the stopwatch game with the action-outcome

contingency evoked a greater degree of enjoyment because

the participants chose this condition over those that lacked

such a contingency. The ventral striatum and midbrain were

activated only when action-outcome contingency was pre-

sent. Thus, the intrinsic value of action was represented
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by an increase in ventral striatal and midbrain activation.
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INTRODUCTION

Humans often engage in specific behaviors with great

enjoyment even when there is no external reward.

Enjoyment is considered to be a positive emotion that

forms in conjunction with an experienced activity in and

of itself when the activity is sufficiently controllable

(Pekrun, 2006). For example, enjoyment contributes to

intrinsic motivation by sustaining the willingness to persist

in an activity (Reeve, 1989). Educational or work perfor-

mance improves when one has high intrinsic motivation

for performing a target behavior (Henderlong and

Lepper, 2002; Kuvaas and Dysvik, 2009). With regard to

the underlying mechanism, one might expect that if a pos-

itive value is internally generated for an experienced

behavior, this value will be a source of intrinsic motivation

to continue the behavior (Ryan et al., 1983; Deci and

Ryan, 2008).

Pekrun (2006) has proposed an educational model in

which the intrinsic value of an experienced behavior con-

sists of two components: the intrinsic value of the action

itself and the intrinsic value of an expected outcome.

The intrinsic value of action is associated with ongoing

achievement and evokes a feeling that the behavior is

enjoyable and this feeling may be generated even if there

is no instrumental outcome. On the other hand, the intrin-

sic value of an outcome pertains to the anticipatory out-

come relevant to the goal of the activity, such as a hope

for achieving educational success. However, previous

research has suggested that psychological outcomes

(e.g., achieving success) and external rewards (e.g.,

monetary rewards) are processed through a common val-

uation mechanism that involves the corticobasal ganglia

network (Murayama et al., 2010). Additionally, the rela-

tionship between intrinsic motivation and external incen-

tives is neurally represented as the tonic and phasic

modulation of activation, respectively, in common cortical

regions (Marsden et al., 2015). Murayama et al. (2010)

reported an undermining effect in which the existence of

an external reward diminished intrinsic motivation (Deci

et al., 1999; Promberger and Marteau, 2013); this was
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represented by decreases in activity in the ventral striatal

and midbrain regions and reflected the integrated valua-

tion process between the extrinsic reward and the intrinsic

value of achieving success. However, how the intrinsic

value of action itself is neurally represented in the human

brain remains unknown. Hence, elucidating the neural

mechanism that generates the intrinsic value of action will

contribute to our understanding of human enjoyment for

behavior that occurs in the absence of external reward

and may improve educational performance.

One might expect the intrinsic value of action to be

determined by an action-outcome contingency, the

coexistence of controllability (i.e., the feeling that one is

controlling the situation) and outcome (i.e., a meaningful

signal allowing one to see the result of one’s action). It

has been argued that intrinsic motivation is enhanced

when people experience both a sense of autonomy and

a feeling of competence (Deci and Ryan, 2008). One feels

that a behavior is enjoyable if the behavior is perceived as

sufficiently controllable (Pekrun, 2006). Furthermore, it

has been reported that enjoyment may also be facilitated

by a sense of mastery over the behavior via feedback

(Pekrun, 2006; Hattie and Timperley, 2007; Deci and

Ryan, 2008). A neuroimaging study by Tricomi et al.

(2004) reported that the striatum became activated when

an action-contingent reward or punishment was per-

ceived, a result that is usually observed upon receipt of

an external reward. Fitzgerald et al. (2014) suggested that

reward-related activity in the ventral striatal region is mod-

ulated by action-contingency with the behavioral context.

Although these studies used monetary rewards as action-

contingent consequences, it is expected that the genera-

tion of intrinsic value for an action would be achieved in

the same manner; that is, an action-contingent outcome

would create intrinsic value for the experienced behavior.

We hypothesized that the intrinsic value of an action

would be highest for behavior that involves both sufficient

controllability and action-contingent outcome and that it

would activate the same reward network as an extrinsic

reward.

To examine this hypothesis, we administered a

stopwatch (SW) game as part of a functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment. We chose

controllability and feedback as factors for manipulating

the action-outcome contingency. Murayama et al. (2010)

previously designed a simple SW game that was inher-

ently pleasing; the degree of interest in this SW game

was experimentally confirmed. Using this game, they

found a relationship between activity in the corticobasal

ganglia network and the undermining effect (Murayama

et al., 2010) and argued for the importance of the ventro-

medial prefrontal cortex in facilitating task performance

through self-determined choice (Murayama et al., 2015).

However, they did not manipulate the components of

the SW game itself. Here, we focused on the intrinsic

value of game-related action and its relationship to the

manipulation of the game’s components as determined

by action-outcome contingency. An fMRI experiment

was conducted to (1) confirm that participants preferred

the SW game with an action-outcome contingency based

on this generated value, and (2) determine whether the
SW game with the action-outcome contingency would

drive the reward system, thereby reflecting estimates of

the intrinsic value of action.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants

Thirty-six healthy Japanese volunteers (18 males and 18

females, mean age: 22 ± 3, range: 18–36 years)

participated in this study. None of the participants had a

history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. All

participants provided written informed consent in

response to an experimental protocol approved by the

Ethical Committee of the National Institute for

Physiological Sciences, Japan and the Research Ethics

Committee of Tohoku Institute of Technology, Japan.

The experimental data from seven participants were

excluded due to excessive head movement (head

movement exceeding 2 cm on any of the actual runs or

intermittent spike-like movements caused by a cough).

Because the experiment targeted right-handed

individuals, data from one participant were also

excluded because of his handedness (laterality quotient

(LQ) = 0) based on the Edinburgh handedness

inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Finally, the data from one addi-

tional participant were excluded because a partial low-

signal-intensity region was detected in this participant’s

MRI data and was judged to be unsuitable for data anal-

ysis. Thus, we analyzed data from 27 participants (12

males and 15 females; 21 ± 2 years; LQ= 0.98 ± 0.04).

Experimental task

Fig. 1 shows the design of the experimental task. The

fMRI experiment consisted of one practice run and three

runs involving actual measurement. Each run consisted

of four different SW tasks and two different control tasks

based on Murayama et al. (2010). That study also con-

firmed that the original SW game was sufficiently interest-

ing even though there was no external reward. A block

design was used for the fMRI experiment; that is, four iter-

ations of the same trial type comprised one task block,

and a task cue was presented before the first trial in each

task block (Fig. 1A). The duration of each task block was

32.5 s. In total, 18 task blocks were included in each run,

and the order of task blocks was shuffled. The SW task

presented a SW that started automatically; the participant

could see the timer advancing throughout each trial. The

goal of each trial was to press a button with the right index

finger such that the button press fell within a specified

range of the 3-s mark. Participants were instructed to stop

the timer as close as possible to the 3-s time mark by

pressing a button during each SW task. In order to manip-

ulate the existence of an action-outcome contingency in

the SW game, four kinds of SW tasks were devised: a

condition incorporating both controllability and outcome

(C+O+), which represented the presence of the

action-outcome contingency; a condition including only

controllability (C+O�); a condition including only out-

come (C�O+); and a condition including neither control-

lability nor outcome (C�O�; Fig. 1B). In other words,
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these conditions were prepared so that the action-

outcome contingency was included only in the C+O+

condition and not in the other three conditions. The partic-

ipant recognized each type of task based on the font color

of the task cue and timer; the relationship between font

color and task condition was explained in advance. Con-

trollability was manipulated by varying whether the pro-

gress of the timer actually stopped when the participant

pressed the button; that is, a fixed set of blinking numbers

(88:88) that corresponded to the button press under the C

+O+ and C+O� conditions was displayed. Hence,
participants could verify controllability in the SW game

based on the displayed information. The outcome was

manipulated by varying the availability of interpretable

feedback. Because the task goal was to stop the timer

as close as possible to the 3-s time mark, the degree of

task achievement was represented by the punctuality of

the button press. Under the C+O+ condition, actual

feedback was presented showing the difference between

the time at which the participant stopped the clock and the

target time (i.e., the participant could interpret the degree

of achievement based on this feedback). In contrast,
3

pseudo-feedback that was unrelated

to the participant response was pre-

sented under the C�O+ condition.

When a participant received an

action-contingent feedback, he/she

was aware of the result of his/her own

action even though controllability had

been eliminated. In this manner, the

pseudo-feedback was used to diminish

the action-outcome contingency from

the C�O+ condition. The pseudo-

feedback was pseudo-randomly gener-

ated by calculating a value represent-

ing {success range � (�1.6 � 1.8)}

for each participant. To avoid
ig. 1. Details of the fMRI experimental task
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misunderstanding the pseudo-feedback, each participant

was advised prior to the fMRI experiment that the feed-

back information in the C�O+ condition was unrelated

to the button-press response. Additionally, fixed meaning-

less numbers (88:88) were presented as meaningless

feedback under the C+O� and C�O� conditions. The

duration between the button press and feedback for all

conditions was pseudo-randomly set at 1.0–1.9 s.

We also prepared two control tasks, a watch-stop task

(WS) and a control-color task (color) (Fig. 1C). The WS

task was intended to be less enjoyable than any of the

SW tasks; participants were instructed to passively view

the displayed timer and press a button when the timer

automatically stopped at the 3-s mark. Additionally, the

color task was included as a baseline control task so

that we could subtract the effects of processing visual

stimuli and executing a button-press response from the

fMRI data; participants were instructed to press the

button when the color of the displayed numbers

changed from white to yellow.

The task difficulty of the SW game was set based on

each participant’s success rate for initiating the button

press within the target time of 3 s plus or minus 0.01 s,

0.03 s, 0.05 s, 0.07 s, 0.10 s, 0.15 s, or 0.20 s. The

appropriate time range was adjusted for each participant

based on the practice session. In the practice session,

participants repeatedly played the C+O+ version of

the SW task outside of the MRI scanner until they

reached the end of a pre-programed computer-

presented practice session. The time range for each

SW trial was determined based on the results of the

previous eight trials, with the targeted range adapted

individually for each participant based on these eight

trials. Participants were instructed to stop the SW as

close to the 3-s mark as possible within the limits of a

visually presented range. Based on the results of the

prior practice session, the appropriate time range for the

actual fMRI experiment was calculated as one in which

each participant was able to succeed on approximately

50% of the trials in the C+O+ version of the SW task;

this information was provided to each participant before

the fMRI experiment. Participants were instructed that

the trial was a success if the button press occurred

within the determined target interval. Additionally,

participants were also informed that no external

incentive was associated with their performance.

Immediately after the fMRI scan, participants engaged

in a free-choice experiment outside theMRI scanner. In this

free-choice experiment, each participant was asked to stay

in the examination roomand to repeatedly choose and play

his or her favorite task from among the four different SW

tasks and the WS for 10 min. A task block for each

condition consisted of five trials, and the duration of each

task trial was approximately 5 s with an inter-trial interval

of 0 s. Thus, each task block spanned approximately

25 s. Given that participants were also permitted to take a

short break during this free-choice experiment, there

were approximately 20 opportunities to choose a specific

task. After 10 min, the experimenter concluded the free-

choice experiment. The experimental setup was identical

to that used in the prior practice session.
Experimental setup

During the fMRI experiment, stimulus presentation and

response collection were administered using

Presentation 1.21 software installed on a personal

computer (Dimension 8200; Dell Computer Co., Round

Rock, TX, USA). A liquid crystal display (LCD) projector

(DLA-M200L; Victor, Yokohama, Japan) located outside

and behind the scanner projected the stimuli via

waveguide onto a translucent screen, which the

participants viewed using a mirror attached to the head

coil of the MRI scanner. The auditory stimuli were

presented through MRI-compatible headphones (Hitachi

Advanced Systems, Yokohama, Japan). Behavioral

responses were recorded using a fiber-optic response

box (Current Designs Inc., Philadelphia, PA, USA). The

practice session was administered using Presentation

software 16.1 (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA,

USA) on a laptop computer (Dynabook R730; Toshiba

Corporation, Tokyo, Japan).

fMRI data acquisition

All images were acquired using a 3-T Siemens Allegra

scanner with a birdcage head coil (Siemens, Erlangen,

Germany). To acquire a structural whole-brain image at

a fine grain, magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition

gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) images were obtained

(repetition time [TR], 2500 ms; echo time [TE], 4.38 ms;

flip angle = 8�; field of view [FoV], 230 mm; one slab;

number of slices per slab = 192; voxel

dimensions = 0.9 � 0.9 � 1.0 mm). The fMRI time-

series data covering the entire brain were acquired

using T2*-weighted gradient echo-echo planar imaging

(GE-EPI). Oblique scanning was used to cover the

entire cerebrum and to exclude artifacts resulting from

eye movements. The parameters of the experiment

were as follows: TR, 2500 ms; acquisition time [TA],

2500 ms; TE, 30 ms; flip angle, 80�; 39 slices; FoV,

192 � 192 mm; 64 � 64 matrix; slice thickness, 3 mm;

slice gap, 0.5 mm. The first two scans of each run were

dummy scans for the purpose of equilibrating the state

of magnetization and were discarded from the time-

series data; hence, we collected 251 scans for each

run. In total, 753 scans per participant were included in

the analysis.

Data analysis

Data preprocessing and statistical analyses of the fMRI

data were performed using Statistical Parametric

Mapping (SPM) 8 (Wellcome Trust Center for

Neuroimaging, London, UK) running on Matlab R2013b

(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The effects of head

motion across scans were corrected for by realigning all

scans to the mean image. The scanning time lag for

each slice was adjusted to the timing of the 20th slice,

which was obtained at half of the TR. The whole-head

MP-RAGE image volume was then co-registered with

the first EPI image. This whole-head MP-RAGE was

spatially normalized to the Montréal Neurological

Institute (MNI) T1 image template using a non-linear



Fig. 2. Results of the free-choice experiment. Bar charts show the

average number of times that participants chose each task, with error

bars indicating the standard error of the mean.
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basis function. Subsequently, normalization parameters

were applied to all EPI images. Finally, all normalized

EPI images were smoothed with a Gaussian filter in a

spatial domain (8-mm full-width at half-maximum).

The fMRI data were analyzed using a two-level

approach in SPM8 (Friston et al., 1994a). At the first level,

the hemodynamic responses produced under the different

experimental conditions were assessed at each voxel on

a subject-by-subject basis using a general linear model.

Because the intrinsic value of the action would be gener-

ated to the enjoyable behavior itself, it was expected that

the cortical activity reflecting the valuation process of the

intrinsic value of the action would occur with the partici-

pant’s voluntary action performing the SW game. There-

fore, it was hypothesized that the hemodynamic

responses occurring through each button press under

the C+O+, C+O�, C�O+, C�O�, WS, and color con-

ditions would be canonical hemodynamic response func-

tions with a 0-s duration. Hemodynamic changes in

response to the observation of each visual stimulus, such

as task cue, indication of SW, and feedback, were also

modeled as conditions of no interest. Under all conditions,

the SW indications and feedback were each put in a sum-

mative condition. Global changes were adjusted using

proportional scaling, and low-frequency confounding

effects were removed using a high-pass filter with a 128-

s cutoff. Multiple regression analyses were performed on

each voxel to detect the regions in which MR signal

changes were correlated with the hypothesized model to

obtain the partial regression coefficient for each voxel.

The second level of analysis was performed on an

inter-subject basis using a two-way repeated-measures

factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) design. Factors

were controllability and outcome. Contrast images

obtained by subtraction (i.e., each task condition minus

the lowest control (color) condition (C+O+- color; C

+O+- color; C�O+- color; and C�O�- color)) were

used for this analysis. To identify activation specific to

the action-outcome contingency occurring during the

SW task, a conjunction analysis between the subtraction

of {(C+O+ � color) � (C+O� � color)}, {(C+O+ �
color) � (C�O+ � color)}, and {(C+O+ � color) �
(C�O� � color)} was performed. Additionally, a formal

analysis was performed to identify the cortical regions

that showed significant main effects of controllability [{(C

+O+ � color) + (C+O� � color)} � {(C�O+ �
color) + (C�O� � color)}], outcome [{(C+O+� color)

+ (C�O+� color)} � {(C+O� � color) + (C�O� �
color)}], and the interaction of these factors [{(C+O+

� color) + (C�O� � color)} � {(C+O� � color)

+ (C�O+ � color)}]. For these analyses, the statistical

threshold was set at p< 0.05, corrected for family-wise

error (FWE) by voxel-level inference (Friston et al.,

1994b, 1996). The obtained activation peaks were

anatomically labeled by Talairach Atlas (Talairach and

Tournoux, 1988) using Talairach Client 2.4.3 (Lancaster

et al., 1997, 2000), and coordinate transformations from

MNI to Talairach spaces were performed using the icbm2-

tal procedure (Lancaster et al., 2007).

Additionally, to plot the task-specific activation for

each condition (C+O+, C+O�, C�O+, C�O�, WS,
and the color condition), we extracted the percent signal

change relative to the button press for each activation

focus with sphere radii of 4 mm, using the MarsBaR

0.43 toolbox (Brett et al., 2002). Furthermore, correlation

analyses of the activation profiles of the four experimental

and WS conditions and the number of times that a partic-

ipant chose each task in the free-choice experiment were

performed for each participant.
RESULTS

Behavioral results

Fig. 2 shows the average number of times that the

participant chose each task in the free-choice

experiment. The average number of total choices made

by participants was 20.3 ± 1.0. Participants chose the

C+O+ condition more frequently than they chose any

other condition. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA

revealed a significant difference (F(2.01, 52.31) = 29.17,

p< 0.001; degrees of freedom were adjusted using Gre

enhouse–Geisser’s Epsilon) and post hoc comparisons

were performed using the modified sequentially rejective

Bonferroni procedure (Shaffer, 1986) indicated that the

total number of choices for the C+O+ condition was sig-

nificantly greater than that for the other conditions

(p< 0.05; the statistical value was corrected for multiple

comparisons).

In the actual fMRI experiment, the success rates

averaged across all participants for the C+O+, C

+O�, C�O+, and C�O� conditions were 58.6

± 16.6%, 23.1 ± 16.1%, 51.2 ± 16.8%, and 22.5

± 17.6%, respectively. A two-way repeated-measures

ANOVA for the success rates of the C+O+, C+O�,

C�O+, and C�O� conditions with controllability and

feedback as factors revealed significant differences for

the main effects of controllability (F(1, 26) = 7.35,

p= 0.011) and feedback (F(1, 26) = 71.49, p< 0.000)

as well as their interaction (F(1, 26) = 5.24, p= 0.031).

Post-hoc analyses revealed that there were significant

differences in success rate between the C+O+ and

C�O+ (F(1, 26) = 10.44, p= 0.003), C+O+ and

C+O� (F(1, 26) = 71.25, p< 0.000), and C�O+ and

C�O� (F(1, 26) = 53.01, p< 0.000) conditions. The

success rates averaged across all participants for the
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WS and color conditions were 93.0 ± 16.2% and 98.2

± 3.0%, respectively. The adjusted target time range

based on success rates for the actual fMRI experiment

was set at 0.03 s for three participants, 0.05 s for eight

participants, 0.07 s for nine participants, and 0.1 s for

seven participants; the average success rate for the

practice session performed under the C+O+ condition

was 66.7 ± 0.5%.
fMRI results

Fig. 3 illustrates the peak locations of significant activation

specific to the C+O+ condition; these, which were

identified using a conjunction analysis of three

subtraction contrasts between C+O+ and the other

experimental conditions, reflect the profiles of local

signal changes for each activation peak. Significant

activation was observed in regions extending over the

bilateral striatal regions, the medial portion of the

bilateral thalamus, and the midbrain including the ventral

tegmental area. Activation peaks for the ventral striatum

were located in the globus pallidus, while those in the

dorsal striatum were located in the bilateral caudate

nucleus. Furthermore, significant activation was also

observed in the rostral portion of the anterior cingulate
Fig. 3. Regions showing activation specific to the C+O+ condition: (A) lef

cingulate cortex, (E) left thalamus, and (F) cerebellar vermis (p< 0.05, corr

(left) show the location of the activation peak, and the color scale indicates T
Software. The bar chart (right) shows the percent signal change relative to th

each activation peak, as calculated using the MarsBar toolbox. The error ba
cortex and in the cerebellar vermis (Table 1). The bar

charts representing the percent signal change

associated with each task condition (shown in Fig. 3)

also indicate a specific increase in the BOLD signal for

the C+O+ condition compared with the other task and

control conditions for all activation peaks. The results of

the correlation analyses for each ROI revealed a

positive correlation between the degree of activation and

the number of times that the participant chose each

task. The average correlation coefficients obtained for

each ROI were as follows: 0.48 ± 0.34 for the left

caudate nucleus (Fig. 3A), 0.65 ± 0.37 for the left

globus pallidus (Fig. 3B), 0.58 ± 0.34 for the midbrain

(Fig. 3C), 0.55 ± 0.45 for the anterior cingulate cortex

(Fig. 3D), 0.60 ± 0.38 for the left thalamus (Fig. 3E),

and 0.42 ± 0.51 for the cerebellar vermis (Fig. 3F).

Fig. 4 depicts the cortical regions showing significant

main effects and an interaction as well as the

comparison between each activation map and

significant activation specific to the C+O+ condition.

Tables A.1 and A.2 summarize the cortical areas that

exhibited significant main effects of controllability and

outcome, respectively. Table A.3 summarizes the

cortical areas that showed significant interaction effects

between controllability and outcome. Although the
t caudate nucleus, (B) left globus pallidus, (C) midbrain, (D) anterior

ected for FWE by voxel level). The crosshairs on the sectional image

-values. Activation clusters were anatomically labeled using Talairach

e button press for each SW task and control condition with respect to

r shows the standard error of the mean.



Table 1. Significant activation specific to the C+O+ condition. The threshold size of activation was p< 0.05, corrected for FWE by voxel level. L/R

indicates left (L) or right (R) hemisphere.

Cluster size MNI coordinate (mm) z-value Location

(mm3) x y z L/R Anatomical label

10944 10 10 �2 5.79 R Caudate nucleus

�10 10 8 5.95 L Caudate nucleus

12 0 �6 6.10 R Globus pallidus

�10 �2 �4 6.03 L Globus pallidus

8 �12 �2 5.94 R Thalamus

�6 �24 �4 6.08 L Thalamus

6 �26 �2 5,79 R Thalamus

4 �28 �18 6.34 R Midbrain

2224 2 �50 �18 5.20 R Cerebellar vermis

0 �62 �26 5.38 Cerebellar vermis

0 �70 �34 5.83 Cerebellar vermis

536 8 30 22 5.26 R Anterior cingulate cortex

8 �16 �68 �22 4.66 L Cerebellar posterior lobule

Fig. 4. Regions showing significant main effects and interaction: (A) regions showing significant differences due to controllability, (B) clusters

showing overlap between activation specific to the C+O+ condition and activation reflecting the main effect of controllability in the ventral striatum

and midbrain regions, (C) regions showing significant differences due to the availability of outcome, and (D) clusters showing overlap between

activation specific to the C+O+ condition and activation reflecting the main effect of outcome, (E) regions showing significant differences due to the

interaction effect between controllability and outcome, and (F) clusters showing overlap between activation specific to the C+O+ condition and

activation reflecting the interaction (p< 0.05, corrected for FWE by voxel level). Each activation map in (A), (C) and (E) was projected onto the

bilateral surface and sagittal sectional image (x= 8 mm) of the MNI single-subject template. The coordinate value of each sagittal slice (y-axis) in
(B), (D) and (F) was determined by activation peaks in the striatal and midbrain regions showing activation specific to the C+O+ condition (as

shown in Fig. 3(A–C)). Color scales indicate T-values for activation specific to the C+O+ condition (red – white) and for the main effects of

controllability (blue – green), outcome (blue – light blue) and interaction (black – light green).
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results of the subtraction analysis showed significant main

effects of controllability in medial regions of the brain,

such as the medial prefrontal cortex, the anterior

cingulate gyrus, the ventral striatum extending to the

medial portion of the thalamus and midbrain regions,

and the cerebellar vermis (Fig. 4A), these regions

spatially overlapped with those for which activation

specific to the C+O+ condition was observed

(Fig. 4B). In contrast, the results of the subtraction

analysis representing the main effect of outcome

showed significant differences in broad regions,

including not only the medial region but also the lateral

regions of the brain (Fig. 4C). Among the lateral regions,

the ventrolateral prefrontal regions, posterior parietal

regions, and fusiform gyrus showed significant

differences in both hemispheres. Among the medial

regions, activation similar to that associated specifically

with the C+O+ condition was observed in the medial

frontal gyrus extending over the anterior cingulate gyrus,

the bilateral ventral striatum extending over the

thalamus and midbrain, and the cerebellar vermis

(Fig. 4D). Additionally, the posterior cingulate cortex

extending to the corpus callosum also showed a

significant effect of outcome. The interaction effects

between the factors were significantly different in the

postcentral gyrus, thalamus, midbrain, and cerebellum

(Fig. 4E). The midbrain and part of the cerebellar region

overlapped with activation associated specifically with

the C+O+ condition (Fig. 4F).

DISCUSSION

Behavioral findings

The results of the free-choice experiment showed that

participants exhibited greater degrees of enjoyment in

the C+O+ condition than in the other conditions, with

the C+O+ condition being chosen more frequently

than the others. As no extrinsic reward was offered,

participants’ choices in this experiment reflected their

degree of enjoyment in each version of the stopwatch

(SW) game. We interpreted the results as indicating that

the intrinsic value of the action generated by participants

was greatest when both controllability and outcome

were included in the task. This result supports previous

psychological theories (Pekrun, 2006; Deci and Ryan,

2008). It is probable that the specific preference for the

C+O+ condition was established during the fMRI exper-

iment, given that the free-choice experiment was adminis-

tered immediately after the fMRI experiment and

participants chose their preferred game based on their

experience of playing the various versions of the SW task

in that experimental setting.

Effects of action-outcome contingency on ventral
striatal and midbrain activations

Specific increases in neural activity were observed for the

C+O+ condition in the bilateral striatal regions, including

the globus pallidus and caudate nucleus, and the

midbrain, including the ventral tegmental area. It has

been suggested that the globus pallidus (Elliott et al.,
2000; Pessiglione et al., 2007) and ventral tegmental area

(Elliott et al., 2000; D’Ardenne et al., 2008) constitute part

of the reward network. In a previous study using the SW

game, the ventral striatal and midbrain regions functioned

as a common valuation system for both internal and exter-

nal rewards (Murayama et al., 2010). Activity in the ven-

tral pallidum was also observed when a task cue for

self-determination was presented in the SW game,

although this effect did not reach statistical significance

(Murayama et al., 2015). Additionally, ventral striatal acti-

vation during an experimental task without an extrinsic

reward was found to be augmented by the presence of

feedback (Tricomi et al., 2006), and striatal activation

was found to be selectively sensitive to self-acquired

rewards during video game play (Katsyri et al., 2013).

Given the results of our free-choice experiment, we inter-

preted the specific activation in these reward-related

regions as reflecting the processing of the intrinsic value

of an action generated by participants. Furthermore, the

intrinsic value of an action may be assessed by a valua-

tion mechanism in the reward network that is similar to

that found for other types of reward, such as the intrinsic

value of achieving success. Fitzgerald et al. (2014)

reported that ventral striatal activity was dynamically mod-

ulated by action selection. Similarly, increases in tonic

dopamine release in the ventral striatum promoted the

selection of an extended sequence of goal-directed

behavior (Westbrook and Braver, 2016). In contrast,

O’Doherty et al. (2004) showed that ventral striatal activa-

tion could be induced by Pavlovian rewards that did not

depend on action. The present findings support the for-

mer study and expand its implications regarding situations

where no external reward is present (i.e., ventral striatal

and midbrain activation are associated with the internal

valuation of the experienced behavior itself).

A specific feature of the C+O+ condition was that

participants received quantitative results regarding their

performance based on action-contingent feedback; the

other conditions did not provide this feature. Thus, the

activation of the ventral striatal and midbrain regions

would have been induced by the action-outcome

contingency of the SW game. Several studies have

reported that activation in typical reward-related regions

is associated with an action contingent to external

incentives (Tricomi et al., 2004; O’Doherty et al., 2004;

Bhanji and Delgado, 2014). Additionally, a voluntary

choice of options modulates the activation of corticostri-

atal regions (Sharot et al., 2009; Leotti and Delgado,

2011; Cockburn et al., 2014). Taken together, these stud-

ies suggest that reward-related activations formed by an

external incentive are reinforced when the controllability

of behavior exists. In contrast, the present study manipu-

lated the existence of both controllability and feedback

and did not prepare any external incentives for the SW

game; therefore, those points would be unique character-

istics of the experimental design. Because the partici-

pants were aware of the degree of error for each trial

via feedback, they might have achieved a feeling of com-

petence when the degree of error was sufficiently small.

Clark et al. (2009) suggested that near-miss outcomes

are also processed as a reward by the human reward
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system. Thus, the feedback of the C+O+ condition might

be processed as a positive outcome and result in valuing

the gameplay itself. In sum, the present findings suggest

that the SW game with an action-outcome contingency

would drive the reward system and reflect estimates of

the intrinsic value of action for playing the SW game.

The present results also contribute to the

understanding of how a teacher or manager prepares a

target behavior and the manner in which students or

workers translate reward processing in the brain into

behavior. Previous studies have indicated that the

feeling of enjoyment is an important factor involved in

the generation of intrinsic motivation for a target

behavior in educational and work places (Henderlong

and Lepper, 2002; Isen and Reeve, 2005; Pekrun, 2006;

Kuvaas and Dysvik, 2009). For example, gamification,

which utilizes game elements in a non-game context,

was recently employed to foster motivation in various

fields (Sailer et al., 2013; Dale, 2014; Oprescu et al.,

2014; Dicheva et al., 2015). Because games are a type

of play (Ellis, 1973) in which a player voluntarily enjoys

the activity itself without external reward, the intrinsic

value of action would act as an essential reward while

playing the game. The present findings showed that the

existence of an action-outcome contingency on experi-

enced behavior induced activation of the ventral striatal

and midbrain regions. If a target behavior does not pro-

vide a sufficient action-outcome contingency, even if

some game elements are embedded in the behavior,

the reward network would not become active and the

player might not be intrinsically motivated to perform that

behavior. Thus, the present findings may provide informa-

tion regarding how to make a student or worker experi-

ence intrinsic reward while performing a behavior in and

of itself. In particular, the combination of controllability

and an action-contingent outcome as essential compo-

nents of a behavior will be important when applying vari-

ous procedures, such as gamification.

Specific activations associated with the action-
outcome contingency in other regions

Significant activation specific to the C+O+ condition was

observed in the anterior cingulate cortex, thalamus, and

cerebellar vermis regions, as well as in the ventral

striatal and midbrain regions. Participants who diligently

played the SW game would attempt to stop the timer as

close as possible to the 3-s mark using feedback to

accomplish this task. Consequently, participants tried to

adjust the timing of their button presses based on the

results of preceding trials if action-contingent feedback

was available for use. The success rates significantly

differed such that the success rate in the C+O+

condition was higher than that in the other conditions.

This result supports the study expectations in that the

participants successfully adjusted their button response

in the C+O+ condition and, thus, cognitive processing

was specifically enhanced in this condition. Several

areas of the basal ganglia are involved in reward-based

learning of motor control (Doya, 2000; Haruno and

Kawato, 2006). The caudate nucleus is involved in motor

control involving feedback related to goal-directed action
(Packard and Knowlton, 2002), the perception of a contin-

gency between button-press responses and outcomes

(Tricomi et al., 2004), and feedback processing in the

presence of intrinsic or extrinsic rewards (Tricomi et al.,

2006; Murayama et al., 2010). The anterior cingulate cor-

tex is also associated with the processing of positive feed-

back related to associative learning (Marco-Pallares et al.,

2007) and to performance adjustment (Ridderinkhof et al.,

2004). It has been argued that the ventral thalamic region,

in tandem with the striatum, plays an important role in

reinforcement learning and action selection (see Smith

et al., 2011 for a review). Similarly, the cerebellar vermis

is associated with motor learning accompanied by feed-

back (Jueptner and Weiller, 1998; Doya, 2000). Thus,

increased activation in these regions has been associated

with the adjustment of motor control based on action-

contingent outcome. This adjustment process is linked

to the generation of an intrinsic value of an action, which

allows participants to derive value from their own actions

in the SW game.

Effects of controllability and outcome on cortical
activation

The subtraction analyses for the two main effects

indicated overlap between the two factors with respect

to almost all activated regions in the medial region of

the brain; these regions also overlapped with regions

showing activation specific to the C+O+ condition.

This suggests that the magnitude of activation under the

C+O+ condition strongly influenced the computation of

contrast images for those subtraction analyses. Thus,

the presence of either factor alone in the SW game

could not fully explain the activation in these medial

regions. Under the conditions that included

controllability, the information that was displayed

depended on participants’ button-press responses.

Consequently, participants had a sense of autonomy

due to action-contingent changes in the visual stimulus.

However, participants were unable to precisely evaluate

their actions under the C+O� condition due to lack of

feedback. Hence, they were unable to fully achieve a

sense of competence under this condition—that is, an

intrinsic value for the action was not generated under

this condition. In contrast, the SW tasks with outcome

included quantitative information about performance.

However, the C�O+ condition did not include

controllability; hence, the information displayed did not

change when the participant pressed the button.

Additionally, the pseudo-feedback was not contingent on

the button-press response, which was explained prior to

the fMRI measurement. Therefore, the participants did

not receive a sufficient sense of autonomy from the

changes in visual stimuli in the C�O+ condition. On the

other hand, the participants could see the elapsed time

on the screen until the pseudo-feedback was presented

and, thus, could estimate an anticipated outcome from

the elapsed time. The anticipated outcome was

uncertain and might have been influenced by the

pseudo-feedback because incongruity between the

estimated result and pseudo-feedback could diminish

one’s sense of competence. This prevented participants
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from achieving a sufficient experience of autonomy and

competence and, as a result, high levels of intrinsic

value of action were not generated under the C�O+

condition. Furthermore, the local signal change of the

ROI in the ventral striatum in the C�O+ condition was

greater than that in the C�O� condition (Fig. 3); a

similar tendency was observed in the ROI of the

midbrain. If the absence of an action-contingent

outcome solely determines the intrinsic value of action,

then the activation patterns of C�O+ and C�O�
conditions should become equivalent. However, the

present results showed contradictory patterns. Taken

together, these findings indicate that both controllability

and outcome proved essential for generating an intrinsic

valuation of action; the reward system was not activated

when either factor was excluded.

Significant activation reflecting the main effect of

outcome was observed not only in the medial region but

also in the lateral regions of the brain. Under the SW

conditions with outcome, participants could see the

elapsed time on the screen until they stopped the SW.

That is, they could adjust the timing of their button press

using the displayed timer. Such adjustment was difficult

in SW tasks without outcome because the displayed

timer was masked after 1.5 s. The success rates under

each SW condition differed considerably depending on

the presence of feedback. These results suggest that

the cognitive processing of visuo-motor coordination

was substantially involved in the execution of accurate

motor responses via button press under conditions with

the timer displayed. Previous studies have suggested

that the parieto-frontal network is involved in the neural

mechanism underlying visuo-motor coordination, such

as in visually guided grasping (Grol et al., 2007). Visuo-

motor coordination has been found to be involved not only

in visuo–spatial manipulation tasks but also in temporal

pattern processing (Schubotz et al., 2000). In our study,

increased cortical activation within the parieto–frontal net-

work occurred as a result of the visuo-motor coordination

needed to control the button press based on timer infor-

mation. Furthermore, participants could predict their

degree of error for each trial because they were able to

see the time at which they pressed the button under the

SW conditions with outcome, resulting in enhanced antic-

ipation of the result in the SW game with feedback. Risk

anticipation and prediction of error have been reported

to be among the cognitive functions of the anterior insula

(Preuschoff et al., 2008). Similarly, Brown and Braver

(2005) have reported that the rostral portion of the ante-

rior cingulate cortex is involved in learning to predict error

likelihood. Activation of the posterior cingulate cortex and

medial prefrontal cortex is associated with subjective

value estimation in a risky lottery task (Levy et al.,

2010). Therefore, activation of the anterior and posterior

cingulate regions and the anterior insular region reflects

anticipation of behavioral error as represented by the pre-

dicted difference between target and stopped times.

The present study had several potential limitations

that should be noted. First, the participants were

instructed that the feedback information in the C�O+

condition was unrelated to the button response in order
to ensure the effects of the pseudo-feedback. However,

the participants did not confirm whether they recognized

the pseudo-feedback during the fMRI measurement;

therefore, it is possible that some participants

misunderstood the pseudo-feedback as action-

contingent information. Additionally, the cortical

activation induced by the C+O� condition might have

contained a valuation of the intrinsic value of the action.

However, activations of the various aspects of the

reward network revealed a clear and significant

difference between the C+O+ and C+O� conditions.

Second, in the experimental design, the feedback in

each trial was displayed 1.0–1.9 s after the button press

because the immediate feedback given to the

participant produced an action contingency. Accordingly,

cortical activations induced by the button press and

observation of feedback for each condition could not be

perfectly separated in the first-level analysis. For the

fMRI data analysis, it was expected and modeled that

the hemodynamic responses would be associated with

the valuation process of the intrinsic value of the action

induced by the button press during the SW game

because the valuation process might occur during the

participant’s voluntary action performing the game.

Moreover, the feedback was a visual stimulus and was

modeled as a condition of no interest. However, the

present fMRI results indicate, at least in part, that this

cortical activation might have been induced by the

observation of the meaningful feedback due to

restrictions of the task design. It has been suggested

that positive feedback is processed as a reward

(Tricomi et al., 2006; Marco-Pallares et al., 2007) and,

although this fact may be interpreted as a limitation of

the present study, the present findings suggest that there

were differences in cortical activity during the perfor-

mance of the SW game regarding the intrinsic value of

the action, irrespective of these limitations.

CONCLUSION

We found that the SW game with an action-outcome

contingency was chosen most frequently in the free-

choice session. This indicates that the intrinsic value of

action was enhanced by coexistence of controllability

and outcome in the SW game. Moreover, the fMRI data

showed that the ventral striatal and midbrain regions

were significantly activated when both controllability and

outcome were included in the SW game. These results

suggest that, in a manner similar to the processing of

external rewards or the intrinsic value of achieving

success, the intrinsic value of an action in the SW game

corresponded to incremental activation in the reward

network.
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Table A.2. Regions showing a significant main effect of outcome. The threshold size of activation was p < 0.05, corrected for FWE by voxel level. L/R

indicates left (L) or right (R) hemisphere

Cluster size MNI coordinate (mm) z-value Location

(mm3) x y z L/R Anatomical label

68360 44 50 �4 6.99 R Middle frontal gyrus

42 34 12 7.67 R Middle frontal gyrus

46 28 20 >8 R Middle frontal gyrus

30 22 �8 >8 R Claustrum

�30 18 �6 >8 L Claustrum

46 8 24 >8 R Inferior frontal gyrus

12 6 0 7.75 R Caudate nucleus

22 2 �12 6.38 R Globus pallidus

�12 2 4 7.59 L Putamen

32 0 46 >8 R Middle frontal gyrus

�22 0 �12 6.52 L Putamen

8 �12 4 >8 R Thalamus

10 �18 10 >8 R Thalamus

�8 �18 8 6.85 L Thalamus

8 �26 �8 7.22 R Midbrain

�6 �26 �6 6.01 L Midbrain

29360 46 �40 46 7.63 R Inferior parietal lobule

32 �60 42 >8 R Precuneus

16 �66 40 7.72 R Precuneus

12 �70 54 6.57 R Precuneus

21728 �46 �36 40 >8 L Supramarginal gyrus

�34 �50 48 >8 L Inferior parietal lobule

�24 �60 44 >8 L Precuneus

�28 �68 32 >8 L Precuneus

�10 �72 44 6.77 L Precuneus

11296 �42 36 6 5.27 L Middle frontal gyrus

�44 0 26 >8 L Precentral gyrus

6672 8 34 20 4.88 R Anterior cingulate cortex

6 28 42 >8 R Medial frontal gyrus

4968 6 2 28 5.77 R Posterior cingulate cortex

2 �26 26 7.54 R Posterior cingulate cortex

4488 �26 �68 �28 6.52 L Cerebellar vermis

�10 �80 �26 7.55 L Cerebellar vermis

3376 �48 �64 �10 >8 L Fusiform gyrus

1936 54 �52 �12 >8 R Fusiform gyrus

1776 0 �60 �36 6.74 Cerebellar posterior lobule

1160 12 �76 �24 6.62 R Cerebellar vermis

1112 �28 4 50 5.87 L Middle frontal gyrus

1088 �32 �76 �50 6.25 L Cerebellar posterior lobule

256 �24 �36 �42 5.58 L Cerebellar posterior lobule

160 26 �66 �28 5.56 R Cerebellar vermis

80 26 38 �20 5.05 R Middle Frontal Gyrus

40 22 �42 �44 4.83 R Cerebellar posterior lobule

32 6 �34 �30 4.72 R Cerebellar vermis

8 24 56 �12 4.66 R Superior Frontal Gyrus
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Table A.3. Regions showing a significant interaction effect between the controllability and outcome. The threshold size of activation was p< 0.05,

corrected for FWE by voxel level. L/R indicates left (L) or right (R) hemisphere

Cluster size MNI coordinate (mm) z-value Location

(mm3) x y z L/R Anatomical label

1136 2 �64 �18 5.49 R Cerebellar vermis

4 �50 �18 4.99 R Cerebellar vermis

304 4 �28 �18 4.95 R Midbrain

136 16 �46 �32 4.94 R Cerebellar anterior lobule

32 �22 �24 68 4.94 L Postcentral gyrus

64 2 �60 �6 4.92 R Cerebellar vermis

32 6 �70 �36 4.82 R Cerebellar vermis

40 28 �42 �30 4.79 R Cerebellar vermis

8 10 �42 �28 4.79 R Cerebellar vermis

8 �6 �24 �4 4.73 L Thalamus

8 24 �44 �32 4.72 R Cerebellar anterior lobule
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